Open-fronted
Classicbox

storage boxes
Systembox Futura

Our open-fronted storage boxes from the Classicbox, Systembox and Futura ranges simplify your work sequences and permit a well-structured system and clear organisation when
storing small parts, whether it be in manufacturing plants, mechanical workshops, service
vehicles or even at home in the hobby room.

All our open-fronted storage boxes offer lots of space for contents, and designed to be
stackable and dimensionally stable. They differ somewhat in size, shape, colour and partly
in material. Nevertheless, when used they can be mixed without difficulty as they are
mutually compatible.
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guarantee

All non-stock items are marked thus
and available on request only.

+80°C
-20°C

on demand

ðchapter ESD

Classicbox
Available sizes (L×W×H in mm)
095×100×050

350×200×145

175×100×075

350×200×200

235×145×125

500×300×200

Material: PP
Standard colours

Systembox
Available sizes (L×W×H in mm)
085×100×050

350×210×200

160×100×075

500×310×145

230×150×130

500×310×200

350×210×145
Material: PE oder PS
Standard colours

Futura
Available sizes (L×W×H in mm)
085×100x050

360×210×147

167×104×076

360×210×201

229×148×122

510×312×201

Material: PE
Standard colours

Standard colours

(slight colour differences possible)

Colour code 24
Blue
Classicbox & Futura = Pantone 2727C
Systembox = RAL 5015

Colour code 41

Colour code 14

Colour code 00

Grey RAL 7012

Transparent PS

Red RAL 3020

Colour code 73
Yellow
Systembox = Pantone 102 C
Futura = RAL 1023

Black ESD (see section ESD)

Colour code 61
Green
Systembox = Pantone 7482 C
Futura = Pantone 355 C / 356 C

Accessories for open-fronted storage boxes
Various accessories such as labels, open-fronted storage boxes, lids, length and cross
dividers or carrying aids round off some models of this range and thereby offer more comfort and individuality in order to maintain an optimal overview.

Classicbox

CB ET labels

Carrying bar, permanently fitted
for more stability

Systembox

SB ET labels

SB D lid + SB SS screen = dust protection

SB SS screen

SB QT cross divider*

*only for Z range

Futura

FA ET label

FA D dust lid

SB LT length divider*

